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Business owners interested in selling their companies may wonder how to get the most out of their hard
work. They often turn to accountants, financial planners or business brokers to understand and identify the
various factors that influence the value of their business.

But, although these people can offer important advice, it’s always a good idea to invest in a business valuation
that can help you accurately determine the fair market value of your business.

During business valuations, there are key factors that professionals use to determine the value of a company. If
you’re a business owner or an entrepreneur looking to begin the process of selling your business, here are ten
factors that may or may not influence the value of your business.

 

1. The Type Of Business

The type of business you run will influence the value of your company. Take, for example, a franchise business,
such as Steers or Car Service City. Because franchise businesses are so recognisable and have an established
customer  base,  a  success  formula,  and  support,  they  often  command  higher  prices  than  other  types  of
businesses.

On the other hand, if you have a specific-based business in the technical industry or a seasonal business, your
company's  value may be lower  because there will  be fewer  buyers  interested in  purchasing that  type of
business.

 

2. The Asset Base Of The Business

Your business’s asset base is another factor that will influence its value. The asset base includes any equipment,
land or buildings that the business owns.

Two different businesses with the same net profits would not necessarily have the same value if they had
different asset bases.

An engineering firm with a very high asset base compared to a retail store with a low asset base may have the
same net profits, but the engineering firm would be worth more due to its high asset base.

 

3. Operating Hours Of The Business

The popular saying “time is money” couldn’t be more true when it comes to the value of your business. What
follows here might surprise you, but a business with shorter trading hours will get a higher asking price than
one with longer trading hours.

The reason for this is that buyers are often more inclined to purchase businesses with shorter operating hours.
Meaning it will give them the freedom to do other things outside of work, such as starting another business or
having more leisure time.

The more income you generate in shorter trading hours, the higher your business will be valued. 

https://businessforsale.co.za/blog/what-is-a-business-broker
https://businessforsale.co.za/valuate-my-business
https://businessforsale.co.za/blog/why-purchasing-a-franchise-is-beneficial
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4. Lease On The Business Premises

A business lease agreement is another factor that can influence the value of your business. Any buyer wants
security to operate the business from the agreed premises. The "no lease, no business" principle applies here. 

It is very important that a lease agreement has the option for renewal because customers know the location and
are adverse to change. This can lead to lost revenue for the new owner if they have to relocate the business.

A shorter lease term, such as six months or one year, will indicate to potential buyers that they may need to
negotiate a new lease when the time comes. This can create uncertainty and reduce the value of your business.
On the other hand, a longer lease will offer more security and hence make your business more attractive to
buyers.

There are, of course, some types of businesses that don’t require fixed premises to operate. Since the COVID-19
pandemic,  work-from-home opportunities  and e-commerce.businesses  have  become a  whole  new field  of
opportunity.

 

5. The Growth Potential 

A business that can stay up to date on the latest trends and offer products or services that are in demand will
have a higher value than one with limited growth opportunities and outdated products.

Buyers want to know that they can invest in a business that won’t become obsolete. They will be keen to learn
about any new technology, processes or strategies you have implemented to help the business grow.

Show buyers that your business is well-positioned to take advantage of emerging markets and technologies that
could boost revenue. 

 

6. The Financial Structure

The financial  structure is  hands-down the most important factor affecting your business's value.  A strong
financial structure is one of the key indicators of a healthy business, so buyers will want to see records and
numbers that clearly demonstrate profitability.

The bottom line is that if you have set up a well-structured business with good accounting systems in place, a
good track record of creditors and debtors, a solid cash flow, and no hidden debts or unexpected liabilities, then
your business will likely have a higher value as more buyers will be interested in it.

 

7. The Duration Of The Business

How long a business has been running is a major factor in determining its value. The longer it’s been around, the
more stability and reliability it will have for potential buyers. With a business that’s been around for a while,
there is more evidence of its success. 

https://businessforsale.co.za/blog/ecommerce-business-for-sale-the-benefits1
https://businessforsale.co.za/blog/checking-the-numbers
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For example, a loyal client base, established supplier relationships, and a certain degree of brand recognition can
all contribute to the higher value of long-standing businesses. 

 

8. Stock Value

The value of the stock is also taken into consideration when calculating the value of a business. One of the
biggest debates is usually regarding stock.

One argument is that because the stock is an asset to the business and the buyer will recoup this investment, the
price of the business should be calculated with the stock included.

Another argument is that some believe that stock is part of the total amount a buyer has to pay to buy the
business and should, therefore, not be part of the value but seen as a return on investment.

Ultimately, the best practice would be to calculate the average stock required to run the business and then see
whether the buyer should purchase this as part of the deal. If not, you can always have a stock sale!

 

9. Risk Factors Associated With The Business

Risk is not something that can be avoided when a business is sold. This means that buyers will take into account
the level of risk they are taking by buying your business.

A buyer will look at factors such as the current state of the economy, past performance, and any potential future
threats they may face before committing to purchasing the business.

If there are no major risks associated with your business, the value of it will be higher than a similar one that
comes with more uncertainty.

 

10. An Exit Strategy

An exit strategy is where the seller has already considered how they will exit their business before a sale is even
put on the table.

This can be seen as an advantage, as it shows that they have already thought through and planned for any
potential hiccups that may arise during the transaction process.

An exit strategy allows buyers to have confidence that you are serious about selling your business, and this
can help to increase the value of it. It also gives them the peace of mind that if anything goes wrong, they will
know what steps you have taken to protect their interests.

An exit strategy where the seller is longer involved in the business after its sold, will also add value to the
business. This is because it shows that the seller will help make the transition successful and smooth and thus
decreasing the risk of any major disruptions to the business. 

Overall, many factors influence the value of a business when it is sold. You need to take note of all of these
factors and consider how they will affect the sale price. Doing so ensures that your business is sold for its true

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/fundamental-analysis/09/elements-stock-value.asp
https://www.iol.co.za/personal-finance/guides/starting-your-own-business-beware-the-risk-when-purchasing-property-ce1f7aa3-5c03-4978-87f3-93ff3fbf4198
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worth and not undervalued.

 

How To Calculate The Value Of A Business

After you have an understanding of the factors that influence the value of a business, it’s time to assess your
own to determine how much it is worth.

One of the best ways to do so is to contact professionals to do a business valuation and provide you with an
accurate assessment of the fair market value.

If you’re interested in investing in a business valuation, contact us at Business For Sale today! We’ll help you
determine your business's true value and leave you with the confidence to make an informed decision.

 

https://businessforsale.co.za/contactus

